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Non-trivial structural changes and phase transformation kinetics have been found to occur
in palladium-hydrogen and palladium-metal-hydrogen systems during relaxation processes
as hydrogen is released. In the palladium-hydrogen system these changes take place in stages:
an incubationperiod, a period of fast degassing, a period of stabilisation, and a post-stabilisation
period. In palladium-metal-hydrogen systems the structural changes and phase transformations
are non-monotonous (oscillating or stochastic). Time dependent kinetics have been observed
over periods of up to tens of thousands of hours. An hypothesis based upon non-equilibrium
thermodynamics and hydrogen interaction factors between matrix defects and atoms in the
palladium systems is proposed to explain the phenomena.
The unique ability of palladium (Pd) to absorb
large quantities of hydrogen (H) was discovered
about 130 years ago by Thomas Graham (1). The
solution of H in Pd has a considerable effect on
the physical properties of the Pd (2,3); for example, the Pd-H alloy is diamagnetic and superconducting, although Pd itself is strongly paramagnetic. These differences are connected with the
atomic and electronic structural changes which
occur when H dissolves in Pd. Only atomic structural characteristicswill be considered here.
Solid solutions of H in Pd correspond to 01phase regions if the atomic ratio of HPd, nH/npd,
is less than 0.024.03,and to P-phase regions if the
nH/npd ratio is greater than 0.60. When the ratio
lies between these values, a mixture of both phases is present. In both the 01- and P-phases, the Pd
atoms form a f.c.c. structure, with H atoms occupying octahedral interstitial sites. The distance
between Pd atoms in the P-phase is 3 per cent
greater than in the a-phase, which is why the a H
P phase transition process is accompanied by
defect generation. The structural changes talung
place in Pd-H during saturation with hydrogen and
during degassing have become the subject of systematic research. The changes occurring in the
lattice and in the defect structure during the 01 +
P phase transition up to P saturation, and during
courses of P + degassing are of particular inter-
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est. These processes and their kinetics have been
examined in our research (4-12).
Stnkmg data obtained during our work show
the important roles that the formation of defect
structure (at saturation) and its transformation
(during degassmg) play. Thus the nature of the
hydrogen effects on the structural changes in Pd-H
solutions and on the kinetics is significant. The
mutual disorder in the distribution of Pd and other
metal
atoms is an additional source of defect
structure formation. The most striking effects may
be expected in solutions where the metal is very
different to Pd - in terms of its affinity to hydrogen. Some new characteristics of the structural
changes that appear when Pd systems are saturated with hydrogen can also be expected. Our results
confirm that these structural changes are nontrivial (13-21).
Characteristics of the structural changes in Pd
and some Pd-M alloys at saturation and during
degassing will be considered here. X-ray techniques described elsewhere were used (1621).

Samples and Methods of Investigation
Samples of Pd alloys were prepared by arc melting from highly pure (99.98Yo) elements in
an argon atmosphere using a titanium getter, followed by annealing (for 24 h) at 900°C at a
pressure of lo* mm Hg to reach a homogenised
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time, see Figure 1 (7). Lines 1, 2 and 3 relate to
regions or ‘blocks’ of coherent scattering ((hh’)
blocks) which have crystallographic planes with
(loo), (311) and (110) indices, respectively, parallel
to the external surfaces of the sample.
The experimental points lie on straight lines
that do not pass through the coordinates (0,O).The
dependence of the P-phase concentration on time
is:
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where y represents the logarithmic rate of P-phase
growth and to represents the duration of the incuFig. I The logarithmic dependence of the Pphase
concentration ( p ) in Pd on the hydrogen saturation time.
bation period. Both y and t o depend on the
The lines relate to regions or ‘blocks’ (hkl blocks) of
crystallographic orientation of the ‘block‘ planes
coherent scattering with crystallographic planes.
with
respect to the external surface. The factor is
The initial incubation periods for the three blocks can be
seen before the lines begin.
a maximum for the (100) blocks and a minimum
Line 1 is for ( 1 0 0 ) blocks
for the (110) blocks, while to is a minimum for
Line 2 is for (311)blocks
(100) blocks and a maximum for (110) blocks. The
Line 3 is for ( I 10) blocks
dependence on orientation is considered to be
state. After homogenisation, the samples were cut greater for y than for to.
(using an electric spark method) into discs, 16-18
In addition, to and y depend upon the current
mm in diameter and 0.2-5 mm thick. These were density,j. A s j increases up to 25 mA cm-’, the
then ground and polished with diamond paste to a incubation period to decreases almost 40 times for
mirror-like condition. The X-ray diffraction maxi- the (100) block while y increases by one order of
ma of these samples were wider than for magnitude. These findings can be explained by the
non-deformed samples. The grinding and polish- kinetic theory of first-order phase transformation
ing had created a deformed surface layer to a depth
(7). According to this theory, the P + a phase
of > 10 pm (greater than the X-ray penetration transformation can take place when the decrease in
depth (4 to 5 pm)). Samples were hydrogenated internal energy (due to a-phase formation) is
electrolytically ( 7 4 0 minutes at a current density greater than the amount of energy needed to make
of 2 5 8 0 mA cm-’) in a bath of aqueous NaF boundaries between the new phase and the old
solution (~?J’o) at room temperature. The sample one, to generate defects and to increase the elastic
under investigation was made into an cathode, the energy of the matrix. (Elastic tension will appear
anode was a Pt plate. Degassing was performed in because of differences in the specific volumes of
air at room temperature. In some samples anneal- the phases).
During the a + p transformation, the effective
ing removed the effects of the deformation.
Hydrogen saturation was attained after one pressure resulting from the saturating hydrogen,
sequence or after repeated cycles of ‘saturation- (defined by the charging current density in the electrolyte bath) becomes part of a ‘thermodynamic
degassing’ (cycling).
stimulus’. The ‘embryos’ of the new phase at the a
Peculiarities of Phase
+ P transformation are in plate form. Due to the
Transformations in Pd-H
increasing number of ‘embryos’ there is an energy
Plots of the dependence of the P-phase con- loss linked to the elastic tension in the ma&, this
centration p(t) in Pd on saturation times at low energy loss is anisotropic. The elastic energy assocurrent density (2.5 mA cm”) show a logarithmic ciated with the appearance of the ‘embryo’ phases
dependence between the In(1 - p) function and the reaches a minimum when their surfaces are parallel
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to the crystallographic (100) plane.
The defect structure affects both the ‘thermodynamic stimulus’ and the phase transformation
kinetics. Phase transformations occur by a spontaneous movement of the boundary between the aand P-phases (22). In fact, the rate of increase of
the @phase concentration depends on the height
of the energy barriers which have to be crossed
during migration of the a-crystal boundary (as a phase transforms into P-phase) (12). The defects,
which lead to irregularly distributed energy barriers
of different heights, hamper movement and also
decrease the a + P transformation rate. The energy of the interphase boundary migration reaches a
minimum when the ‘embryo’ surface is parallel to
the (100) crystallographic plane.
The factors specified above explain the existence of the ‘incubation’ period and its anisotropy.
The value of to decreases as j increases, while to
increases as the defect concentration increases and
there is stronger anisotropy with the rate of new
phase growth.
Research to understand the factors involved in
the structural changes duting the p + a transformations was performed on annealed samples after
a single saturation and deformation, and on
annealed samples saturated with hydrogen by
repeated cycling.

Annealed Sampleswith a S
w
e Saturation
For a single saturation annealed sample, the
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Fig. 2 Dependence of the /%phase concentrution
on time for cycles I, 11, 111 and IV The arrows show
that p changes at hydrogen saturation. In IV thejlut area
of the initial incubation period can be seen
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Fig. 3 Dependence of the /%phase concentration
on time a f e r the ninth hydrogen saturation for the
(100)and (311) blocks. The incubation period is omitted
but the other stages of degassing: the fast decrease in p
concentration, stabilisution, and post-stabilisation with
oscillations in the /%phase concentration, can be seen

P + a phase transformation (j= 40 mA cn-*,
tSat
=

15 min) began immediately after hydrogen
saturation. During the first 25 hours the P-phase
content decreased 30 times (6). The first 5 hours
was the incubationperiod in the deformed sample.
During the next 25 hours the P-phase concentration decreased 2.5 times and during the next 150
hours the P-phase decreased by up to 30 per cent
of its original value.
The changes in P-phase concentration in an
annealed sample during saturation cycling are
shown in Figures 2 and 3 (11). In Figure 2 the
incubation period is missing for the first three
cycles. The degassing rate decreases as the number
of cycles increases. The incubation period appears
after the fourth saturation.
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Figure 3 shows the dependence of the P-phase
concentration,p(t), on time after nine saturations.
Immediately after the ninth saturation the value of
p(t) was 80 per cent; this value had been constant
over a period of 4000 hours. The P-phase concentration then decreased over 46,OOO hours. After this
time the P-phase concentration remained constant
for 50,000 hours, and then began to change again,
with oscillating behaviour. The p + a process
thus appears to have a ‘stage-like’ character.
Unlike the 01 + p process, the P + a transformation occurs spontaneously in air, although
the initial stage is hampered by the defect structure
that is already present. Further progress is influenced by the generation of new defects and then
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Fig. 4 The dependence .f
ln(14,x/t2~w)
on the relaxation time
for Pd-11.3 at.% W alloy afrer the
third hydrogen saturation
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by transformations that follow defect generation in
the defect structure. An incubation period was
noticed after a single saturation only in a deformed
sample, but was noted in annealed samples after
the fourth saturation. After nine saturations the
incubation period became much longer following
mechanical treatment of the surface because by
then the dislocation density had been increased.
Decreases in p(t) during the next stage of
degassing show exponential characteristics only
when the defect concentrationis not large. Increases
in defect concentration,and the resulting creation of
complexes (vacancy complexes, dislocation walls)
lead to the appearance of lugher and wider energy
barriers in that region. Decreases in p(t) can be
described by a power dependence or even by a logarithmic function dependence on t, as postulated in
(12). Any kind of time dependence (power or logarithmic) relates to a transition to another kind of
defect. The transition to the next stage where p(t)
stops changmg rmght correspond to specific trans-
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formations in the defect structure. One of the characteristics
of the transformation is the
growth of blocks in the (xphase, which occur because
regions of the dislocation wall
migrate to block boundaries
90
(11).As this process can occur
in different parts of a sample at
different rates, an additional
irregularity appears in the system in the distribution
of energy barriers in the a-phase crystals. This leads
to additional hampering of the interphase boundaries, which stops p(t) decreasing. After the growth
of the blocks is completed the 'hampering factor' of
boundary migration should disappear.
The accumulation of defects and hydrogen at
the boundaries of the block regions can lead to an
opposing process. This causes p(t) to change
(oscillating character) and thus produce the next
stage of relaxation. The character of the structural
changes that take place at hydrogen saturation and
subsequent degassing seem to be closely related to
the transformations simultaneously occurring in
the defect structure.

Structural Changes in Pd-M-H
Alloys and Their Time Dependence
The unusual kinetics found for the structural
changes caused by transformations in the defect
structure encouraged us to look at the kinetics of
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Fig. 5 Profiles of the X-ray diffraction
maximum for Pd-8 at.% Er alloy, at
20, 130, 330 and 1300 minutes after
saturation with hydrogen
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structural change in Pd-M-H alloys. Kinetic
aspects of these structural changes have been
examined in Pd alloys with tungsten, W, (13-14),
samarium (15), erbium, Er, (16-21), and in more
detail on annealed Pd-W (11.3 at.% W) and
deformed Pd-Er (8 at.% Er). The alloyhg elements are characterised by their degree of affinity
to hydrogen. Tungsten has a lower affinity for
hydrogen than Pd, while Er has a %her affinity.
In the equilibrium diagrams for these alloys, there
is no P-phase region for a Pd-W alloy containing
11.3 at.% W, in fact, the Pd-11.3 at% W alloy is
characterised by regions rich in W (2-3 nm in size)
(23), and by superfluous concentrations of vacancies (24). Pd-Er alloys (8 at.% Er) are also dose to
the solubility boundary.

ening of the diffraction maxima and decreases in
their upper regions which occur every 4 to 5 weeks
(the broadened diffraction maxima tvmgs'expand
so far that correct measurement is impossible).
Quasi-periodicoscillations of the first type change
to stochastic oscillations after transition through a
second-type structural change.
The decrease in the I n ( I ~ / I function
~)
for the
first process can be caused by the appearance of
defect regions of size 2-3 nm (25) and specific volume. Increases in the In(Im/Izm) function can be
associated either with solutions of these regions or
with the approach of their specific volumes to that
of the matrix (defect disappearance). The width of
oscillation of the difftaction maxima may be connected with the appearance and subsequent
disintegration of dislocationloops of size 5 1 0 nm

Palladium-Tungsten Alloys
The dependence of the intensities, In(b/Izo~),
on time in Pd-W doys is shown in Figure 4 after
the third saturation (Imand Izm are the normalised
intensities of the X-ray diffraction maxima for 400
and 200, respectively) (1S14). The dependence
seems to be quasi-periodic as its character shows
that two types of oscillations may be occurring in
the system. The first oscillation is connected to the
structural changes which cause the quasi-periodic
changes in the (i400/i200)function. During the initial stage, this oscillation has a period of 7 days.
The second oscillation is connected to sa~ctural
changes characterised by abrupt short-termbroad-

(25).
The appearance of oscillation in the structural
change after hydrogen saturation of the system
indicates that hydrogen-rich clusters have been
formed in the Pd matrix. The specific volume of
these dusters is larger than that of the ma& and
thus the dusters are not thermodynamically stable
under normal conditions. For a 'non-contradictoif model of this phenomenon it can be supposed
that stability will increase if the number of defects
decreases - because superfluous vacancies diffuse
into the hydrogen-enriched dusters. A lack of
vacancies arising during this process in W-rich
regions will be stimulated by contra-directed
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model is, of course, an hypothesis and requires
more direct proof. Nevertheless, it does describe
the experimental data and may be used as the basis
for a stricter model of the observed phenomena.
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Fig. 6 Profiles of X-ray diffraction muxima for
Pd-8 at.% Er alloy at various times after hydrogen
saturation: ( I ) 1.5 hours, (2) 7 hours.
( 3 ) 25 hours, ( 4 ) 48 hours,
(51 I20 hours, (6)4200 hours

vacancy diffusion; this will result in oscillation of
the moving vacancies and will lead to first-type
structural oscillation. After a few cycles, the vacancy concentration in the Pd-rich regions becomes
so large that it would seem more advantageous to
form large vacancy dislocation loops during the
intermediate period (although these loops would
be unstable). The loops disintegrate soon after they
form, and then the process of defect cluster formation and disappearance begins again. This

Palladium-Erbium AUoy
The initial state in deformed Pd-8 at.% Er alloy
(caused by grinding and polishing) is characterised
by an essentiallynon-homogeneous distribution of
the constituents and by a strong stretching tension
(acting outwards to the surface) that acts perpendicularly to the surface. After hydrogen saturation
the tension changes to compression. Maximum
compression was reached two days after hydrogen
saturation. After eight days the value of the compression had decreased by 25 per cent; then it
remained practically constant for the next 1.5 years
(17-18).
After hydrogen saturation the profile of the Xray diffraction maxima becomes doublets, see
Figure 5. This indicates that two phases develop
that essentially differ from each other by the period of the lattice. The time dependence of the
maximum profile has oscillating character, see
Figure 6. Computer analysis of the profiles allowed
us to determine the time dependencies of differences in Er concentrations in corresponding
phases and specific parts of these phases. The data
in Figure 7 indicate that irregular oscillations (stochastic) in the indicated characteristics have been
occurring for 1.5 years. The oscillations occur in
the initial stage of degassing when there is 10-20
per cent of H in the system and also in the later
stages when the concentration of H is not more
than 1 per cent (1S20). The data are explained
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Fig 7 The dependence cfthe
concentration of specific parts of
corresponding Er-rich phases in
Pd-8 at.% Er alloy on time, after
hydrogen saturation
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with a model which takes into account the microscopic theory of alloys and a synergy model.
The lattice compression found in the alloy afier
hydrogen saturation can be caused by transformation of the defect-metal (DM) complexes present
in the alloy before saturation into hydrogendefect-metal (HDM) complexes because the
hydrogen-defect bond in Pd has hgher energy
(26). Thus, the HDM complexes have low specific volume. As Er has a hgh affinity to hydrogen,
these complexes attract Er atoms and trap them.
They play a dual role, keeping the system in a nonequilibrium state and allowing the appearance of
ascendmg diffusion. According to synergy considerations, non-equilibrium conditions in the system
permit oscillations connected to self-organisation
of the defect-structural states to appear (27). A
competition between ascendmg diffusion and gradient diffusion provides a mechanism which
allows any possible oscillations to be realised.
The various diffusion fluxes caused by the competition in the two-phase system with the Er traps
can cause oscillations in the phase transformation
kinetics. The stochastic nature of these oscillations
may be related to differences in relaxation times of
the different oscillation processes.

defect subsystems caused by the non-homogeneous distributions of the metal and the associated
non-homogeneous
hydrogen
distribution.
Hydrogen is captured by regions that have a hgh
bondmg energy for hydrogen and this keeps the
system in a non-equilibrium state. This can lead to
several diffusion fluxes where ascendmg and gradient diffusions compete.
Such ‘static’ instability can transform the
dynamics to dynamics similar to those of Benard
cells (27). Accordmg to alloy structure considerations, the oscillating character of the structural
changes can have different characteristics,induding an alternating appearance and, in Pd-W-H, the
disappearance of the defect regions. In Pd-Er-H
the structural changes may also have the form of
stochastic phase transformations.
The long-term oscillating structural changes in
hydrogen-containing alloys correlate with changes
in strength characteristics, for example, those in
rolled steel (28). Further investigations of the
observed phenomenon will be to find Pd alloys in
which it occurs and to examine its nature and any
practical applications. Alloys Pd-Mo-H and PdTa-H alloys are now being studied.
Acknowledgement

Conclusions
Structural changes peculiar to the hydrogencontaining systems Pd-H and Pd-M-H, where M is
a metal having a different affinity for hydrogen to
Pd, have been considered. Non-trivial kinetics for
the p -+ CL transformation in Pd-H have been
found. The most important feature is the altemating stages in the P-phase concentration which may
or may not occur. This phenomenon is related to
the influence of the origmal defect structure on the
transformation kinetics during the p + CL phase
transformation. The second important feature in
the CL H p transformation is the strong dependence of the associated p(t) function on the
orientation of the (hM) blocks relative to the external surface. This is caused by the elastic energy
dependence resulting from the orientation of the
plate formations.
In Pd-M-H systems the kinetics of the structural changes have oscillating character related to the
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Polymer-Supported Rhodium Catalysts Soluble in SC-CO?
In organic syntheses utilising homogeneous catalysts, the catalysts are dissolved in a suitable
solvent which also acts as the reaction medium.
These solvents are often toxic organic liquids, so
there is a growing need to replace them with environmentally benign solvents, such as water or
supercritical carbon dioxide (sc-COZ). At present,
the majority of organic syntheses are solvent-sensitive and most homogeneous catalysts are not
soluble in either water or SC-CO~.
Separating and recovering the homogeneous
catalysts at the end of the reaction is also a major
problem. To overcome this, increasing attention is
being directed at developing polymer-supported
ligands for complexing with homogeneous metal
catalysts for straightforward membrane separation.
Researchers at Texas A & M University, U.S.A.,
have now succeeded in developing a homogeneous
catalyst that is soluble in sc-COZ solvent (2.K.
Lopez-Castillo, R Flores, I. Kani, J. P. Fackler and
A. Akgerman, Ind Eng. Gem. Res., 2002, 41, (13),
3075-3080). They did this by attaching a homogeneous rhodium (Rh) catalyst to the backbone of a
fluoroacrylate copolymer.
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The polymer was prepared by polymerisation of
the monomer lH,lH,2H,2H-heptadecafluorodecyl acrylate (zonyl TAN) and N-acrylosuccinimide
(NASI); zonyl TAN increases the solubility in scCOZwhile NASI provides attachment sites for the
catalyst. N H ~ ( C H ~ ) ~ (DPPA)
P P ~ Z was then used to
exchange the NASI groups in the polymer. Finally,
this was reacted with pulCl(COD)]z to obtain the
sc-COZsoluble, polymer-supported Rh catalyst. As
the polymer is a very large molecule it was easily
separated by a membrane.
Catalyst hydrogenation activity was evaluated
using 1 -0ctene and cyclohexene at different molar
ratios of substrate:% and different temperatures.
Most reactions were performed at 173.4 bar pressure for 12 hours. Conversion of I-octene to
n-octane was nearly 100%. Conversion of cyclot
h temperature: at 368 and 393
hexene increased 4
K, the maximum conversions were 39 and 51%,
respectively. For this hydrogenation, the catalyst
was Rh(TAN15DPPA)Cl with a Rh dimer:polymer
ratio of 1:3 and a Rh content of 1.95 mg of Rh/g
of catalyst. The synthesis route for this Rh-polymer
catalyst is reproducible.
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